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STRANDED VEHICLES AND DRIVERS – FEBRUARY 26-27, 2018
--DARRYL BEEMER
At 11 p.m. a mission call went out to unit members for two subjects, ages 16 and 18, whose vehicles had gotten
stuck in the snow on February 25 up the Pine Creek Road just outside of Idaho City. Eight members responded and
we got on the road with full winter equipment and the potential for hypothermic subjects.
Once at the scene, a family member and a Boise County deputy informed us that the subjects’ two vehicles were
stuck about three miles up a side road, which had recently accumulated more than 12 inches of snow, with approximately 6 inches falling after the missing vehicles left the highway. One of the two young men had called his father,
who had brought tire chains up to the road; the two had walked out to get them but dropped them because they were
too heavy en route back to their vehicles, where they spent a second cold night.
An IMSARU team of five was sent in to follow the subjects’ tracks, which were the only visible tracks in the four to
six inches of snow from the last 36 hours. Two team members used touring skis, preparing the trail for the other
three on snowshoes. After a bright-moon hike along the path of the subjects, we arrived at the expected location of
the subjects as described by the father and the subjects flashed their vehicles’ lights.
The subjects were cold and hungry, but overall in good condition, having had a sleeping bag and water for the overnights. We were unable to transmit this information directly back to base on the other side of some ridges, but did
pass the information via radio repeaters.

After supplying food and some extra layers to the subjects, our team considered the road layouts and chose to return
along a different road. This resulted in minimal uphill trekking, but did require cutting the new trail. This was important, as the snowshoes that the subjects were said to have were not in their possession, having apparently also
been discarded along the original trail because they were “too heavy.” We successfully crossed a small stream and
the teams completed the six-mile loop with the subjects at approximately 4:30 a.m.
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The family was reunited and the mission was successfully completed. The two stuck vehicles
remained where they were. Thanks to all who helped make this early-morning mission a success!
IMSARU members participating were Tim Agenbroad, Darryl Beemer, Aaron Burdin, Jake Gillis, John Mras, Alisa Rettschlag, Gregg Rettschlag (O.L.) and Eddie-Dean Thomas. In-town
coordination was handled by Rod Knopp.

The Winter Overnight training in March helped prepare members for traveling and
sheltering in snow and allowed members to complete their winter certifications.
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JOEL HARDIN PROFESSIONAL TRACKING
2018 ANNUAL TRAIN THE TRAINER CONFERENCE
--JIMMIE YORGENSEN
On the weekend of March 17-18, supporters of the Joel Hardin Professional Tracking Services
(JHPTS) gathered in Boise for their annual Train the Trainer Conference and Training Class. A group
of 46 Trainers and Lead Trackers, representing a number of Search & Rescue and Law Enforcement
groups from ten different states and Canada, attended. Dan and Kris Scovel, with other members of
the Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit, played host to the group. Many thanks to Hayden Beverage for their generosity in allowing us the use of their wonderful meeting and training facilities!
Joel Hardin, who spent 25 years with the U.S. Border Patrol and became internationally known as a
tracking “expert,” has been the chief instructor and administrator of Joel Hardin Professional Tracking
Services. In the last 25-plus years, the consultation and training service that he developed has served
the specific and special interests of individuals and small groups, including search and rescue as well
as military and law enforcement personnel, who seek more specialized and complex levels of tracking
training.
Joel and JHPTS are now in the process of retiring again and have, for the last few years, been planning
for the transition and transfer of his Tracking Training Services. To ensure a smooth transition, the
new corporation of Visual Tracking and Training, Inc. (VTATI) was formed with its own board of directors. Much of the two-day conference was focused on preparing the rest of us to carry on the day-to
-day business and training responsibilities. Joel Hardin’s Tracking and Training Services are considered the premier program in the country, and the many loyal and longtime members/supporters are excited to continue his legacy.
Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit currently has ten members who have trained and certified
through Joel’s program. We, too, are honored with the opportunity to help ensure the program’s continued success.

JHPTS Visual Tracking and Training training members (JHPTS,
online).
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COMPOUND WORK PROJECT – EASTER WEEKEND 2018
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue incorporated as a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization in
1961, and had equipment, vehicles (very old and/or personally owned), and meeting places
scattered all over Boise for many years until one of the members noticed a “For Sale” sign on
the abandoned Eastside Motel on Federal Way. A founding member guaranteed the loan, we
tore down two dilapidated old buildings, merged two former units into a meeting room, and
some years later another member donated money to build a large garage. After lots of sweat
equity, we had our own meeting place and storage for vehicles and equipment. However….
Some 35-40 years later, the beautiful “new” facility is showing its age. Amanda Leader, elected as our 2018 Facilities Manager, announced that we would start improvements by cleaning
our dingy and crowded meeting room. She asked for suggestions, posted paint samples, and
requested as much help as possible on the weekend. A large group responded to move everything except the refrigerator and sink out of the room, acquire supplies, etc. And yes,
“everything” included bulletin boards, tired and smeared whiteboards, shelves of various materials, etc.

Then came the painting extravaganza: dropcloth covering the entire floor and what seemed like
miles of masking tape to separate white ceiling, cream-colored walls, medium brown baseboards, and new outlet covers. Some of us were experienced painters; others learned on the
job; all carried home on our clothes some drip/smear samples of the colors. When the small
leak under the sink became a stream and the shut-off valve was not in the expected location, a
call to the previous manager found the valve before we had an indoor swimming pool. And
Amanda personally scrubbed the very small and very dirty bathroom.
Meanwhile, there were many trips to Home Depot during the weekend, and special thanks go to
Gregg for accepting Amanda’s adventure challenge to pick up the new dry-erase boards. Ken
and Eddie worked around the painters to replace the outlets and wall plates, and Ken came up
with cushioned straight chairs to replace the cracked old plastic ones. I don’t know how many
trips Jimmie made in his truck to take worn-out stuff to the dump, nor who will end up sorting
the dozens [scores?] of old videotape recordings of missions, TV interviews, etc., and the project is certainly not completed as of this writing. However, new whiteboards at the front of the
room, more comfortable chairs, and basic technology set up by Chris were in place for our
guest speaker by Tuesday evening. And Jimmie is working on getting floors cleaned. It is
amazing how large that room actually is when so much of the clutter is removed. Kudos to everyone who worked on this project! It will be educational to see how long it takes for replacement clutter to move in.

Thanks to everyone who pitched in on this project. There is still a lot of work to be done on the
property, so you haven’t missed your chance to contribute if you were unavailable for that one
weekend.
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Specialty Team Usage Numbers
Here are the number of times special teams and off highway vehicles were used, requested, or might have been useful
over the last few years.
The unit does not have many member-owned snowmobiles, so are working on developing better response from snowmobile clubs to assist when snowmobiles are needed. Input and connections would be appreciated.
Team Use

2014

2015

2016

2017

K9 Team

3

4

5

7

Tech Team

3

2

5

1

ATV

3

2

2

4

Snowmobile

0

3

3

2

WEATHER IN THE MOUNTAINS
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
On April 3, IMSARU member Nick Dawson shared some of his meteorology expertise with us, with emphasis on
what to watch for and how to protect yourself if threatening weather catches you in the outdoors, especially in the
mountains. In addition to an intriguing computerized show, he talked about the potential dangers and how to best
cope when caught outside. I can’t begin to share all the information Nick presented, but will just list a few things that
especially caught my attention.
1. I thought it was just an old myth, but Nick says it is true that if you can hear the thunder, you could be struck by
lightning. Strikes have been recorded from over 5 miles away from a storm. Seek shelter!
2. If you are in a wooded area during an electrical storm, do not try to hide under the largest tree, as large trees are
most likely to be struck. If there are a lot of trees in the area, try
to get in the middle of a patch of smaller trees.
3. If you are up high in the mountains with no tall growth when the
storm approaches, do not lie down in a gulley because flash
floods happen quickly. Get downhill if you have enough time.
When there’s not time, crouch down low with only your feet
touching the ground.
4. Don’t be the highest point when an electrical storm approaches!
5. Regardless of your reason for being in the great outdoors, stay
aware of changing weather and ready to seek safety before the
storm gets to you.

Visualization of the thermal production
of mountain breezes. On tall, steep cliff
faces these convective breezes can grow
fairly strong. Image presented by Nick,
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MYSTERY ENDED BUT NOT SOLVED
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
The following incident is real. The “ballad” was presented at the IMSARU 2017 Christmas party and some requested that it be printed in the January-February 2018 newsletter but there wasn’t enough space, so here it is
for what it’s worth:
“Rescue Randy” is an expensive mannequin that can be placed in a litter or dangerous area for fairly realistic
training without endangering a live person to play the role of injured subject. When that part of the training at
Bogus Basin in 2016 was completed, the IMSARU team left the mannequin near the road while they went to
train a short distance away. When they returned to load up, Randy was no longer there. Almost exactly a year
later, we received word from Bogus Basin that Rescue Randy had been found in the place from which he disappeared. He was wearing different clothes but apparently unharmed…and we have no information about who
took him or why…but we wanted to commemorate this mystery.
1.Where did Rescue Randy go
From IMSARU training a year ago?
We left him alone in the afternoon
Expecting to retrieve him soon.
Where did Rescue Randy go?

WHERE DID RESCUE RANDY GO?
2.Where did Rescue Randy go?
Up on the ski hill, near the skies
He should have been visible to our eyes.
Did he just want some exercise?
Why did he cause us to worry so?

3.We searched for him both high and low.
Beside the road we thought he’d wait,
Knowing that we wouldn’t be late.
Did he go meet Rescue Rosie for a date?
Where was he? Will we ever know?

4.One year later almost to the day,
Randy returned from somewhere away.
Where he had been, no member knows,
But he was wearing different clothes,
And where he had been, he still won’t say.

Above: The tech team’s March training was enhanced by the presence of
Rescue Randy.
Right: The fateful Search Tactics training at Bogus where Rescue Randy
became sentient and ran away.
Editor’s Note: We are grateful that Rescue Randy has been returned, as
he is a part of our family and is costly to replace. If anyone saw Randy
running around we would love to hear your story.
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CALENDAR
May 7

Track Aware Training

9:00 a.m. – Noon

May 8

Training Meeting

7:00 p.m.

May 10

Track Aware Training in Gem County

Time TBA

May 12
May 12-13

Tracker Training
Field Training

May 15

Medical Training

May 18-20

JHPTS Tracker Training at Camp Sanders, 24-hour course

May 22

Business Meeting

7:00 p.m.

May 29

Board Meeting

7:00 p.m.

June 2

Full Day Tracker Training

June 5

General Meeting

7:00 p.m.

June 12

Training Meeting

7:00 p.m.

June 16-17

Field Training

June 19

Medical Training

June 25

Tracker Training

June 26

Business Meeting

9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Time & Place TBA
7:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Time & Place TBA
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

NOTE: July meeting dates and content may be rearranged around July 4 holiday.
July 3

General Meeting

7:00 p.m.

July 10

Training Meeting

7:00 p.m.

NOTES:
1. The Tuesday evening meetings will be at the IMSARU Compound.
2. More specific content of Training and Medical meetings will be announced as dates approach.
3. By late July we will be heavily into preparations for our Corn Booth at the Fair.
FORMATTED BY DARRYL BEEMER. PRINTING COURTESY OF DONATION BY HP.
THANKS TO ROD KNOPP FOR UPDATING THE MAILING LIST AND PRINTING MAILING
LABELS, AND TO DON FRIDRICH FOR POSTING THE NEWSLETTER ON OUR WEBSITE.
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